JESUS

LAUGHING and LOVING

Foreword
A collection of pictures featuring Jesus ‘loving and laughing’ sounds trivial at best, perhaps blasphemous at
worst. Western art has made Jesus a holy and solemn figure usually shown suffering or dead, or perhaps
teaching a crowd or making a ghostly appearance to startled onlookers. In modern cinema he has been
portrayed as otherworldly and formal. We are not used to thinking of Jesus ‘laughing out loud’ or being a
loved and loving friend.
Yet he ate and drank with tax collectors, was accused of consorting with
prostitutes and broke many of the laws of his day regarding purity of diet,
association and sacred days. The human Jesus lived among ordinary people and
shared their lives. He often scandalised the pious and brought joy and hope to
the disreputable and despised.
The doctrine of the Incarnation emphasises this - God’s love in Jesus comes to us
in our own language and culture wherever we are. These paintings depict Jesus
engaging with people in their ordinary daily life doing ordinary everyday things
and enjoying himself immensely among friends. In a Pacific Islands context he is
seen fishing from a canoe, in the Philippines he is depicted drinking with friends
in a bar. We are shown Jesus juggling, joking and dancing!
The church that bears his name has not always been as free and joyful as
the Jesus presented in these paintings. It has mistrusted laughter and often
presented a sterile and domesticated vision of Jesus strangely at odds with the
robust, challenging but also attractive figure we see in the gospels.
This exhibition is a step towards liberating the person of Jesus from the traditional other-worldly image so
that his power and relevance for modern living might be rediscovered and enjoyed.

Rev Tim Costello AO

CEO World Vision Australia

Introduction - From the first Edinburgh Festival Fringe Exhibition
My reaction on first hearing about this exhibition was a cautionary disdain for the idea that Jesus laughed, a
fear that we might be leading people to think of a sugary anodyne Jesus.
This is odd when many of us look for opportunities to laugh and if we have any
sense of humour we try to see the funny side of things before all else. We often
scorn those who try to be funny when we know that they have no real sense
of humour - because we recognise humour to be one of the highest of human
qualities.
Peter Ustinov wrote, “I was irrevocably betrothed to laughter, the sound of which
seemed to me to be the most civilised music in the world”. When such cultivated
luminaries can say such things, why do we want to deprive Jesus of laughter
or worry that by suggesting he laughed we might be demeaning his moral
seriousness and trivialising his message?
The curators have achieved something they did not expect. It exposes the degree
to which western Christianity constrains the image of Jesus into very tightly
confined categories and does not allow him to be fully human. In many ways we
miss the earthy humour of his stories and the laughter that probably attended
much of his ministry.
He was robust, assertive and utterly lacking in that prissy piety that characterises the popular portrayal of
ministers of religion in the media.
At its best laughter is subversive enough to enable the truth to be told. As Umberto Eco shows in the Name
of the Rose, it is hard to keep control over people who laugh too much. The Christian Church has certainly
been a controlling influence.
I suspect that huge numbers of honest spiritual searchers feel there is little credibility left in an institution
that often takes itself far more seriously than is either healthy or right, and which seems intent on
remaining a conspiracy of respectability, too holy for the outcast and the struggler.
This exhibition is a step in the direction of liberating the person of Christ from the clutches of religion so
that the scope of his relevance, power and humanity might be liberated and rediscovered.

Dr Richard
Frazer
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
For 35 years I’ve been making traditional icons.
The iconic tradition depicts Christ, Holy Mary
or saints, in a way different from other religious
painting traditions.
Icons deliberately distort the reality of this
world; the protagonists of the Chistian Drama
always look serious, stern, austere, there are
no smiles or laughter. Their tendency is to show
the saints as already belonging to another
realm, sanctified beings and spiritualised forms.
We don’t see relaxed and blissful depictions of
Christ or followers, even in other religious art.
When dealing with human side of Christ, it is
only his suffering that artists tend to depict.
After all these years, I was set in the ways of
the iconic tradition. When asked to do an image
of Christ for the Jesus Laughing and Loving
project, it certainly was a challenge. For some
time I tried to “see it”, but to no avail. So I
cancelled my involvement.
However, I hadn’t forgotten the project, it was
still intriguing me. Then when I was free from
work pressure, suddeny I could see the only
way that I could deal with that notion.
The image which imposed itself onto my mind,
was that of Christ’s face; the famous icon type
called Holy Face Made Without Human Hands,
or Mandilion. Also known as the Byzantine
Christ type, this icon shows the face of Jesus
full of serenity and majesty, without any traces
of suffering, as known Western type called Ecce
Homo.
I decided to introduce a blissful smile on the
face of Jesus, so that we would have serenity,
bliss and love combined together.
In order to depart more from the strict iconic
way, I painted the head of Christ in grey hues,
and gilded the surrounding raised edge on
the board with white gold leaf. The board was
traditionally gessoed as for real icons; the white
gold is half-gold, half-silver, a combintion rarely
used these days; even unavailable from regular
shops. It was ordered especially from the
factory for this project.
Traditional icons always carry an inscription
above the saint or scene. In this case, there
is none, as it is not an icon, but an artwork
strongly based on iconic tradition.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in Belgrade, former Yugoslavia, in
1949, Michael graduated from the Belgrade
Academy of Arts in 1974. He arrived in
Australia in 1990 and became a naturalised
Australian. He taught icon painting for 12
years in different colleges and art schools in
Sydney and ran workshops and lectured on
icons throughout Australia and overseas. He
has held a number of icon shows in Australia
and his overseas exhibitions include Peru, USA,
France and New Zealand.
Rev. Rod Pattenden, co-ordinator of the
Institute for Theology and the Arts said:
“Michael Galovic offers a unique contribution
to contemporary Australian art having trained
both in modern art and traditional painting
in Europe. Since his arrival in Australia he
has developed an impressive body of work
that includes commissons for churches and
private collections as well as work that seeks
to bring together the Australian landscape
and religious and personal identity…Michael
is a careful student of tradition while
exhibiting the capacity for artistic innovation
and excellence. A considered craftsman and
dynamic originator his vision offers new
possibilities for figuring the transcendent
contemporary multicultural Australia.”

TITLE:

“The smiling Jesus”
29 cm x 33 cm
Oil on white gold on board
ARTIST:

Michael Galovic
3
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Facilitating creative arts workshops in the
Christian community has given me a new
relationship with Jesus and the Church. I
found myself wanting to paint an image
of Jesus, unlike any I had seen before. The
representations of a tortured Jesus were
crowded in my mind, so the thought of painting
a joyous Jesus delighted me.
I was reflecting on the words: “being held”
and “behold”. I noticed how we support each
other by witnessing our experiences. Through
witnessing, we are affirming, and also sharing
the human expression of life. We are being held
by those who witness our lives. We are also
being held by God witnessing our lives.
We behold others, as the women in this
painting behold Jesus, each with her own
personality and expression of delight, humour,
compassion, admiration, and possibly desire.
The spreading arms, the stretched fingers
reaching to the heavens, the huge leap above
the ground, his open mouth and bright eyes, all
exhibit exhilaration. I needed to show his flesh
as a way of allowing his humanity to be seen
and admired.
The turquoise blue behind Jesus represents
hope and renewal. My focus was the emotion
of joy. My intention was to portray the joy of
life itself through the image of Jesus and his
witnesses.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in Sydney in 1953, Lindena reluctantly left
school aged 15 and started an apprenticeship
as a commercial artist.
In 1970 aged 17 she married and had her first
child, with the second born in 1973 and the
third in 1979. During this time she continued
training, painted a number of commissioned
public murals, and made ends meet with a
variety of part-time jobs.
Lindena held her first solo exhibition in 1986
and has held numerous other ones since then.
She teaches Creative Expression as Healing.

Watching people viewing this painting is itself
a joyful experience as they are seen to at first
laugh, then express delight and relief in finding
a happy, laughing Jesus.

TITLE:

“Behold the Joy of Jesus”
76 cm x 92 cm
Acrylic and gold leaf on canvas
ARTIST:

Lindena Robb
5
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
As the son of a farmer who has spent the
last fifteen years in Outback Australia, the
experience of harsh drought is always with me.
I have tried to tie in the traditional and the
modern, as many people experience in the
timelessness of Outback Australia.
The modern figure is anxious to show Christ the
approaching storm knowing the joy it will bring,
while Christ is smiling, rather than laughing,
sharing the joy of the good news.

BIOGRAPHY:
Geoff was born in Melbourne, Australia in
1950. After training in art, he taught it for
13 years until he travelled to Arnhemland in
the Top End of the Northern Territory. In 1989
he was appointed lecturer in Sculpture and
Drawing at the Northern Territory University.
Indonesia became a new haunt as there he
found a people committed to life, religion,
festival and art — an ideal environment for an
artist who has always used the human form as
an integral and inspirational role in his work.
He travels frequently overseas and his work
has been exhibited in Austria, Hong Kong, Italy
and Indonesia. His works are in the National
Gallery of Australia as well as in State,
regional and private collections.
Geoff works and travels with his wife Janette
and children, Joshua, Phoebe and Oliver.

TITLE:

“Drought Breaker”
60 cm x 45 cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Geoffrey D Todd
7
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus walked the Earth for only 33 years and
the Bible records many stories of his sadness,
pain, and righteous indignation. He came into
the World in order to save mankind, but His
contemporaries fundamentally misunderstood
this.
But when is Jesus full of joy? I believe it is only
through the completion of the Church on Earth,
when we become the bride of Christ, and Christ
the joyous groom comes to receive the bride.
In this work I have used paper to cut all
different kinds of people who symbolize the
different races, ages, and generations that have
received the Gospel by arranging these figures
to constitute the body of Jesus, I am visually
expressing that those who believe in Christ are
in fact the body of Christ - the Church. Torn bits
of paper represent the head of Jesus, indicating
that He is the Head of the Church.

BIOGRAPHY:
Fan Pu was born in Nanjing, China, in 1948,
the daughter of a Christian pastor.
In 1965 during the Cultural Revolution she was
sent to work on a farm in Xinjiang Province.
In 1978 as the Cultural Revolution was ending
she returned to Nanjing and started working
for a fine arts company while at the same time
doing university study and fine arts courses.
She then did her first paper cuts.

TITLE:

“Happy Jesus - One in Christ
78 cm x 110 cm
Papercut on paper

ARTIST:

Fan Pu
9
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The image shows Jesus and Peter on a public
ice skating rink with Peter slipping and being
caught in Christ’s arms. Both are in that high
spirited state of hilarity that being slightly out
of control on ice produces.
It is a painting that I hope shows the joy of
fellowship, delight in our physical being and the
phenomenon of the created world.
It also gently refers to Peter’s fallibility, the
slippery nature of the disciples pilgrimage of a
life lived in faith and to Peter sinking into the
water when he tried to emulate Christ’s walking
on the Sea of Tiberius.

BIOGRAPHY:
Mark was born in England and did his training
there, firstly at the Chelsea School of Art, then
a BA in Fine Art from Falmouth School of Art.
In 1986 he was awarded a one year residency
at the Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris.
In 1988 he won a Commonwealth Universities
Scholarship at the Baroda University in
Gujerat State, India.
Mark has had many solo exhibitions
throughout England as well as participating in
many group exhibitions.
He has had ecclesiastical commissions from
a number of churches including Manchester
Cathedral, the Church of the Good Shepherd
in Brighton, Wesley’s Chapel in London, and
Worchester Cathedral. Mark has written many
articles on art and faith, as well as being on
radio programmes.
Mark is married and has his studio in London.

TITLE:

“Joy in Fellowship”

20 cm x 18 cm
Oil on paper

ARTIST:

Mark J Cazalet
11
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The idea first came in to my mind when I saw
a very interesting painting of El Greco where
Christ was driving away the business people
who occupied the Temple. In this Christ was
shown with anger.
I then got the idea about a happy Christ.
Secondly, when I saw the Last Supper by
Leonardo, I thought about the first supper and
imagined how the situation would have been.
I was sure that as Christ was human and divine
he must have had the quality of humour and
wit in him and would have shared this with his
followers when he discussed certain things with
them
I am sure that he must have had many times
meetings with ordinary people where he
shared his happiness with them.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in 1939 in Bangalore, South India,
Alphonso graduated from the Government
College of Arts and Crafts in Madras, South
India and then did specialised study in painting
in New Delhi.
He has exhibited widely in India and also
in USA (where he was awarded a Cultural
Doctorate in Art Education from the World
University, Arizona), in Malaysia, UK,
Singapore, Holland and Japan.
Alphonso was a member of the Executive
Committee of the Asian Christian Arts
Association until 2003.

TITLE:

“The First Supper”
92 cm x 60 cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Alphonso Doss
13
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
My picture is a presentation of Jesus in a
land of different religions. My home State
is Kerala, the spice centre in the south-west
of India. This is a place where all religions
coexist harmoniously. In the picture, we can
find a Hindu temple, a Muslim mosque and
a Christian Church. Religious festivals go on
where all enjoy - the elephant, pipe players,
trumpeters, flower arrangements, snake boat
races - all are present, young and old. People
from different religious backgrounds are
assembled. Each religion has their particular
dress pattern, faith and life styles. But together
they form a harmonious community. The
loving and caring presence of Jesus lives in
this society. Jesus would feel at home here.
Where He grew up in the Holy Land there were
different faiths living side by side. If Jesus had
lived in Kerala his parable about the ‘The Good
Samaritan’ might have been called ‘The Good
Hindu’ or ‘The Good Muslim’.
My painting presents the loving and caring
Jesus behind peace and harmony in human life
situations.

BIOGRAPHY:
I am a simple village man doing art work such
as glass paintings, paintings for advertisement
boards, etc to earn money. I was born in
1975 and I am lame, a victim of Polio. I am a
member of the Indian Orthodox Church. My
pictures are self-explaining and related to the
multi-religious cultural life in Kerala.

TITLE:

“Harmony in Diversity”
39 cm x 26 cm
Watercolours on paper

ARTIST:

K T Babu
15
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The radiance of God’s glory was embodied by
Jesus Christ for the whole Community of Man.
Jesus Christ was God’s messenger but at the
same time was God Himself, present among us
to renew the Life of Man.
In this painting, the spreading rays symbolise
the divine radiance which Martha and Mary
were able to discern from the vibrancy, joy and
love of Jesus. This phenomenon could also be
witnessed and felt by others around them.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in Payangan, Bali in 1939, Nyoman’s
father was a dancer and musician. As a
child, Nyoman enjoyed drawing and learning
with his friends in the palace for 6 years.
He completed studies in Fine Arts at FKIP
Diponegoro University, Semarang.

The dark and muted background expresses the
darkness of the world at that time into which
he brought light.

With several other artists he founded CITRA, a
group of artists on Bali.
His work has been exhibited in Jakarta,
Yogyakarta, Surabaya, Malang, Denpasar,
Singapore (1974), Brisbane, many cities in
Germany, Rotterdam, Sheffield, Sweden
(1990), Kyoto, Taipei (1981) and Switzerland
(1982, 2003).
His work has also appeared in “The Bible
Through Asian Eyes” (Masao Takenaka & Ron
O’Grady), IMAGE and “Christian Art in Asia”.
In 1978, with other artist and theologians
in Asia, he helped the founding of the Asian
Christian Art Association and has since been
an active member.
In addition to his work as a painter, he is an
accomplished dancer, musician and composer.
He has arranged numerous Christian songs
in Balinese style and has had some songs
published.

TITLE:

“The Radiance of God’s Glory”
“Sinar Kemuliaan Tuhan”
90cm x 80cm Acrylic on canvas
ARTIST:

I Nyoman Darsane
17
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
When Jesus was baptised in the Jordan River
the glory of God was manifested as the
descent of the Holy Spirit appearing as a dove
descending from Heaven. And this was the sign
that he was the Son of God.
This painting is done in the style known as
Wayang Kamasan.
Originally the Wayang Kamasan style was that
used in the village of Kamasan-Klungkung. This
is the classic, artistic style of painting which
takes forms from the wayang kulit (leather
puppet show) and presents them as paintings.

BIOGRAPHY:
I Gede Yosef C Darsane was born in Denpasar,
Bali in 1968 and still lives there.
In 1992 he completed the Fine Arts Program
at Udayana University, Denpasar.
Future plans include furthering his studies
at Udayana as well as lecturing at the Art
Institute of Indonesia, Denpasar, Bali.

TITLE:

“Baptism in Jordan”

30cm x 30cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

I Yosef C Darsane
19
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
In the Bible there is no mention about smiling
of Jesus explicitly. This is a mystery for me so I
must find out by more carefully searching in the
Bible.
Laughing is an natural expression of human
being, to express their joy from the bottom of
the heart. Jesus as a human being must also
have emotions like other humans. He live his
life as a normal human being. Although there
is no explicitly in the Bible about how Jesus
smile and laugh but when He met with many
children, I convinced that Jesus smile and make
a joke with the children.
He hug them and take closely with himself
and put his hand upon their head to bless
them. Maybe Jesus did not have time to play
with children because of his short ministry in
the earth (3.5 years). But the joy of Jesus is
mentioned when said: “ I tell you the truth,
anyone who will not receive the kingdom of
God like a little child will never enter it.”
Ref: Mark 9: 36; 10:15 - 16

BIOGRAPHY:		
I Gede Sukana Kariana was born in Central
Sulawesi in October 1974. Canangsari in Bali is
now his home.
He completed his studies at the Art Institute of
Indonesia in Denpasar, Bali in 1999.

TITLE:

“Laughing Jesus” 				
“Jesus Tertawa”
50cm x 60cm Oil on canvas
ARTIST:

I Gede Sukana Kariana
21
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus said that whatever you do for others you
do for me. His message is that as believers we
must use as a model his actions in kneeling on the
ground as a servant, assuming humility, as seen by
all humanity.
Jesus reminds us that we must renounce our
arrogance and be compassionate to all.
As I interpret the scene I have painted, it means
that Jesus is really happy and joyous when people
laugh at something funny, because through this
it can be clearly shown that Jesus really enjoys
laughter and happiness.

BIOGRAPHY:
I Ketut Lasia was born in 1945 in Peliatan,
near Ubud, the artists’ village on Bali, the
youngest son of a Hindu family. At the age
of 18 he left the family and moved to the
home of Wayan Turun, a painter in the
village, where he remained for five years
studying painting.
His work has been exhibited in Denpasar,
Singapore, Bangkok, Switzerland, Germany
as well as in other cities in Europe and the
USA.
His work has also been published in
Christian Art in Asia (Ron O’Grady,
1979), The Bible Through Asian Eyes
(Masao Takenaka & Ron O’Grady,1991),
Kunstkalender Seni 1999, Christ for All
People, Celebrating a World of Christian Art
(Ron O’Grady, 2001) and IMAGE.
He was involved in the founding of the
Asian Christian Art Association (ACAA) in
1978.

TITLE:

“Washed Disciples’ Feet”

20cm x 30cm
Acrylic on paper

ARTIST:

Ketut Lasia
23
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
I was most impressed to read in Matthew 19
that Jesus said: “Let the children come to me,
do not hinder them for the Kingdom of Heaven
belongs to such as them.”
Adults often want to constrain children, Jesus
wants to welcome them, to talk to them, to
bless them. This inspired me to put it down on
canvas, using a decorative style. The colours I
have chosen are bright to reflect the bright and
colourful mood when Jesus called the children.
These colours we usually encounter at the
change of season from the dry to the wet, like
the colours of new leaves.
The aim was to represent the happy loving
mood of Jesus when he was blessing the
children who were witnessing to their parents
and the disciples. Jesus has been placed
symetrically in the centre to become the focus.
I really enjoyed completing this work from
the moment of conception, particularly the
colours and geometrical forms. I endeavoured
to liberate myself in creation without being
constrained by form or colour.

BIOGRAPHY:
I Komang Wahyu S. was born in Gianyar, Bali
in 1975 and currently lives in Denpasar, Bali.
He completed his studies in the Fine Arts
Program at Udayana University, Denpasar and
plans to continue his studies at the Institute of
Technology, Bandung, West Java. His work has
been exhibited in Denpasar, Ubud, Yogyakarta,
Toraja and Germany as well as published in
the Kunstkalender 1999.

The message is that the love and grace of Jesus
is for all people, from babies to old people, and
that those who are disciples must regularly
rethink their attitudes that Jesus is selective.

TITLE:

“Jesus Bless Children”
“Yesus Memberkati Anak-anak”
78cm x 88cm

Oil on canvas
ARTIST:

Komang Wahyu
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
This painting describes the appearance of
Jesus Christ after His resurrection to Thomas,
known as one of the 12 chosen disciples of
Jesus. The relationship of these disciples with
Jesus was intimate and it is possible that they
were together almost all the time. But Thomas
doubted and found Jesus’ resurrection difficult
to accept. But in a display of God’s grace, Jesus
stood one day right in front of Thomas and
said,” Come, place your finger on my wounded
palm and you will see!”
Oh, how shocked Thomas must have been! In
shame and amazement His blush could surely
be seen. No doubt what he saw with open
eyes was beyond his comprehension, just as if
he were dreaming. Trembling he came closer
to Jesus to touch His wounded palm, then he
shouted in gladness, “Oh Lord, my God!”
I am interested in this scene that pictures a
common occurrence among believers. Many do
believe in Jesus Christ as God just like Thomas
did. Jesus assures us of His being with us and of
His protection and yet people doubt His works.
Regardless of our circumstances, let us focus
on Jesus’ response. He gently and patiently
allowed Thomas to experience the truth of His
resurrection through touch and sight. Jesus’
loving kindness endures forever among all His
people. That is His way of accepting us as we
are despite our sin. “Don’t let yourself fail to
believe!”

BIOGRAPHY:
Ni Ketut Ayu Sri Wardani was born in
Blimbingsari on May 22, 1966 and currently
lives in Denpasar, Bali,
Her work has been exhibited in Denpasar,
Jakarta, Bandung, Hong Kong and Manila and
published in ACAA publications, “Christ for
All People” and IMAGE as well as “The Many
Faces of Christian Art in Indonesia” (PGI).
In 1993 she finished her studies at the Fine
Art Department of the Institute of Technology,
Bandung, West Java. Now she is a chairperson
of Bali Christian Art Association (BCAA).

This is the message Jesus wants to tell to all
believers including you and me - blessed are
those who have not seen and yet believe.

TITLE:

“Come, See and Believe”

46cm x 58cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Ni Ketut Ayu Sri Wardani
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
I executed this picture from Luke 18: 15-17
which tells how Jesus spent a happy, loving
time with children on the way to Jerusalem for
the Cross.
This scene is the most lovely in the Gospel.
I made a great point of crystallizing this scene
during my teacher’s life of 34 years.
When the disciples saw infants being brought
to Jesus they rebuked parents. But Jesus called
the children to him, saying: “Let the children
come to me and do not hinder them, for to
such belongs the kingdom of God. I say to you,
whoever does not receive the kingdom of God
like a child shall not enter it.”
I wish to express my sincere thanks to the
Lord that I have carried out the duties of the
education of children for the love of Christ in
the public and the church school.
I am the elderly over the age of seventy, but I
want to be a infant received into the kingdom
of God.

BIOGRAPHY:
Masaru Horie was born in 1933 in Kobe-city,
Japan.
In 1956 he graduated from Kobe University
in Education and commenced his teaching
career.
In 1976 he became a member of the
Watercolour Union of Japan, and from 1981 to
the present he has been active in the Christian
Art Association of Japan, submitting many
entries to Christian art exhibitions.
In 1999 with Shoji Yanagida he held a two man
exhibition at the Tsukuba Museum in Ibaragi
Prefecture. In 2003 he held a solo exhibition
at the Kobe Art Hall

TITLE:

“Let the children come”

49cm x 36cm
Papercut on board

ARTIST:

Masaru Horie
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Zacchaeus was a rich man in Jericho, but
isolated and hated as a tool of the Roman
Empire because he was chief tax collector. A
little man, he had to climb a sycamore tree to
see Jesus as he entered Jericho. Jesus looked
up, saw him and said with a smile: “Zacchaeus I
must stay at your house today.”
Zacchaeus was very happy because not only
had Jesus spoken directly to him in front of
the crowd who so disliked him, but Jesus
was coming to his house for a meal. Jesus
also really happy because this man had an
immediate conversion, one that would have
been financially painful - not many of us would
give half of our possessions to the poor as
Zacchaeus did.
I wanted to show his joy in the form of a
flower and the colour yellow. When I had been
painting I found an echo of the joy between
Jesus and Zacchaeus.
Characteristics of my work: semi-abstract,
symbolic expressions and thickly painted oil
colours.
Ref: Luke 19: 1-10

BIOGRAPHY:
Soichi Watanabe was born in August 1949 in
Miyagi-ken, Japan.
He graduated in Economics from Tohoku
Gakuin University in 1972 and in 1973 was
baptised at the Shyokei Baptist Church in
Sendai. In 1982 he graduated from the
Ochanomizu Art School and a year later
became the founder and teacher at a private
painting school. In 1999 he became a member
of the United Church of Christ in Japan at the
Ohomiya Church.
He has had many solo exhibitions in Japan and
has participated in group exhibitions in Japan,
Bali and Geneva. He has done illustrations and
designs for many books in Japan and overseas.
Since 1983 he has been Secretary of the
Christian Art Association of Japan and a
member of the Asian Christian Art Association.
He is married and lives in Saitama, Japan.

TITLE:

“Jesus and Zacchaeus”
61 x 73
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Soichi Watanabe
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Korean characteristics of cheerful excitement,
rhythm and motion are the most important
elements of my work.
I must live and feel and breath Korean culture,
and with my weekly immersion in the Bible
I feel inspired to transcend God’s words into
works of art.
I see brown as the colour of Korea. It is the
colour of the earth and human beings are
created out of earth.
The Korean word for “cheerful excitement” is
“sinmyoung”.

BIOGRAPHY:
Mrs Kim was born in Seoul, South Korea, and
graduated in painting from the College of Fine
Art at Seoul National University in 1960.

For me, Jesus is cheerful excitement, and I have
tried to show Him in the colours of Korea out of
materials which came from the earth, that is, to
show His humanity as a loving loveable Christ.

She has had 20 sole exhibitions in Korea,
Germany, USA and Japan and participated in
group exhibitions in Korea, Philippines, Russia,
France, China and Australia.
In 1989 she was the visiting professor at
Towson State University, Baltimore, USA.
Mrs Kim is very active in the Naxan Church
in Seoul. Her Minister gives her his text or
theme for his sermon four weeks in advance.
She then does a painting, or sometimes a torn
paper montage, on this text or theme, which
is then reproduced for the congregation as a
take home reminder of the sermon.

TITLE:

“The cheerful excitement of Jesus”
24 cm x 35 cm
Torn handmade paper on paper
ARTIST:

Jae Im Kim
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The painting depicts a relaxed and happy Jesus
in the company of Mary, Martha and Lazarus.
When Lazarus died “Jesus wept”. To weep for
him meant that Jesus had great times of joy in
sharing and laughter with the siblings — Mary,
Martha and Lazarus.
These three gave Jesus the welcome and sense
of family and companionship, and an oasis
in His busy ministry of teaching, healing and
journeying. He could relax from His weariness
and enjoy the hospitality of good food and
conversation. They loved each other and shared
jokes that must have provoked much laughter
and smiles.
A loving God gave us the emotional gifts of joy,
love and laugher. Surely Jesus is no exception.
Ref: John 11:35

BIOGRAPHY:
Hanna, born in 1938 in Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia, is a teacher by profession and
attends the Orthodox Syrian Church in Kuala
Lumpur.
Hanna began painting spiritual/Biblical
themes after she was inspired by the artworks
in the Asian Christian Art Association
magazine, Image. The first Asian Christian
Women Artists Spirituality and Faith
Consultation in Hong Kong in 1992 further
inspired her to paint images from Bible text.
Having experimented with different medium,
she presently works mainly in acrylic and batik
dyeing on fabric.
Hanna is a member of the Malaysian Artists
Association, the Malaysian Christian Artists
Fellowship and an executive member of the
Asian Christian Art Association.
She says: “ My artwork is a testimony of my
Christian faith and understanding. I thank God
for this wonderful gift.”

TITLE:

“Jesus at the Bethany Home”
69cm x 53cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

HannaCheriyanVarghese
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus is sharing his word at a position of
elbow on ground. Being lower than the others
expresses his humility. His humble and true
words are changing the world.
Young people who are listening to his word
are getting ready for some great work. They
have gathered their saddles and catched their
horses, which tells us that they are ready for
action.
As we want to know clearly the future the Lord
has promised us, the guys also want to know
everything in the future before they set off.
It is an autumn morning. Sky, clouds, rainbow
are in orange, the colour of the tabernacle.
If attention is given, it is clear that a map of
Malaysia, Philippines, India, Korea, Japan, and
middle and south-east Asia pops out before the
eyes. Time is near when the kingdom of God
will be established in these lands.
The brook the guys were drinking from flows
away into the distance. The spring of eternal life
will reach to many nations.
Ref: Math 28 18, John 4 14, Revel 7 9-10 and 21 6

BIOGRAPHY:
Was born in 1967 in Arhangai Province,
Western Mongolia. After school he studied
art, then worked at the Mongolian Artists’
Union in Arhangai before spending two years
teaching art at a Cultural College.
In 1994, through the influence of his English
teacher, he received Christ and served at his
local church in Arhangai. In 1991 he moved to
Ulaanbaatar where he and his family attend
the “All Nations” church.
He paints Mongol zurag paintings, drawings
and water colours. “I like to work on subjects
showing Mongolian daily living, doing
portraits, nature and animals”..
He married in 1991 and has three children.

TITLE:

“Relaxing with new friends”

50cm x 70cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

D Batna
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The Gospel of Jesus should be preached all the
time. The young evangelist, standing in front of
Mongol nomads, is preaching the good news of
Jesus.
These people had never heard the Gospel of
Jesus before, so they paid great attention and
interest to the message of this joyful boy.
Mongolians easily accept the news that has
never been heard before. So, these Mongol
nomads, sitting in a circle just as is their custom,
are happy listening to the new message, and
receiving Christ into their lives.

BIOGRAPHY:
He was born in the city of Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia on 25th of December, 1972, and
lives with his wife and son.
He is born deaf, so he went to a high school
for deaf children from 1980 to 1991. After
graduating of a high school, he studied at Art
College between 1991 to 1994, and completed
his degree in art designing.
He accepted Christ in 1993. Since then, he has
been an active believer and member of the
AOG “Hope” church.
He is an evangelist for a deaf people, and a
cell group leader.
He has been involved in a number of
painting projects. Since 1996, he has been
working as an artist for a team developing of
Mongolian national deaf sign. Also, he works
for his church and Mongolian Deaf People’s
Association, “Supportive Hand”. He worked
on drawings of a book for deaf children who
learn the deaf language and sign.
From 2002 – 2003, he attended a leadership
school of deaf people in Budapest, Hungary.

TITLE:

“The Nomad Boy Teacher”
75cm x 50cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Bumdulam Ganzong
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
No matter where he would have been born,
Jesus would proclaim the Good News of
Salvation. I believe that He would preach the
Good News no matter where he lived, what
weather he would face. His heart beats for
every person of the world, young and old.
The star represents the birth of Jesus. Jesus,
in the middle of Mongolian nomads, is happy
because he is in dialogue with these nomadic
people, all aged people turn out to meet Jesus
and to hear what he says.

BIOGRAPHY:
Badanchargaa Batjargal was born in Zavhan
Province in the west of Mongolia in 1973.
From 1980 to 1990, he studied at a high school
in the Province of Zavhan, west of Mongolia.
Between 1998 to 2002, he studied at ``Anima``
Art and Design College and completed his
degree in fine art as an artist.
In 2003 he worked on a drawing project,
ordered by a missionary in Inner Mongolia,
China, to produce a gospel track using
pictures. Main biblical stories have been
expressed through these paintings, and now
it has been used as evangelistic tool in Inner
Mongolia.
He lives in Ulaanbaatar city. He received Christ
as a Savour in 1997. Since then, he has been
going to “Holy Foundation” church with his
family.

TITLE:

“The Nomad Jesus”
74cm x 49cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Badamragchaa Batjargal
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
In September 2003 I was travelling in my
vacation with fellow workers to southeast Mongolia. We arrived at Darigangi in
Suchbaatar Province in the evening and settled
down near a well to cook our dinner. Usually
south-east Mongolia rarely has rain and lacks
water. At every evening wells would run out
of water but somehow we got water out and
cooked.
Next morning a young girl arrived to collect
water from the well and we realised water was
now clean and up to the top. At that moment
I saw just how much water was needed by
people and land, and also there is spiritual
thirst where clean and eternal water was
needed by her and her family.
This painting is titled as “Jesus at a Well”. The
lady, a typical Mongolian lady, just came from
the nomadic family group in the background
to draw water from a well in desert. There
she met Jesus, who is dressed in very typical
Mongolian horseman style, sitting by a well in
very hot day. Jesus is happy to meet her and
offers her the Gospel.The woman seems to
be pondering on the message given by Jesus,
because she puts her arm on her hip.
In very hot summer, the most needed thing
for Mongolians who live in the desert of south
Mongolia is water. So, the painting figures out
that Jesus is the only living water.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in March 1966 in the west province
of Bayanhongor, his family moved to
Ulaanbaatar in 1973 where he went to
school and then studied at Art College. For
twelve years he worked for a branch of the
Mongolian Artists’ Union.
Looking at his past he felt he was living
in darkness like a blind man, not knowing
salvation. He heard the Good News from a
friend and then received Jesus into his life, as
did his family. He is married with two children
and now works for a Childrens’ Centre.
His painting was awarded the first prize in a
Laughing, happy, loving Jesus competition held
in Mongolia in December 2003.

TITLE:

“Jesus at a Well”
64cm x 50cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Batjargal Tseintsogzoi
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
My native town in Pakistan is Lahore, in the
Punjab province where Punjabi people live and
speak the Punjabi language. We live in a joint
family system where children are taught to
respect elder people.
This painting has been painted in the Punjabi
culture, showing Punjabi dress. Sometime
children remain without shirt in summer.
As everybody knows that children are great
blessing of God, mostly children are loved by all
the people. When our elderly people are tired
of daily routine work and come home in the
evening in pensive mood, seeing the children,
they begin to laugh or smile. The children
sit in their laps and their parents get a lot of
pleasure. Angry parents forget their anger and
feel happiness to see the children because the
children are always innocent. The same is with
Jesus.
After preaching to different mobs, Jesus tired
and sat down for a rest. Then some people
brought children to Jesus to pray for them. The
disciples scolded the people thinking children
would disturb the tired Jesus. But Jesus is
always the loving Jesus, so he said: “Let the
children come to me because the Kingdom
of Heaven belongs to such as these.” Jesus
understands that children are innocent like
flowers and that the Kingdom of Heaven is for
innocent people.

BIOGRAPHY:
Joseph was educated in Lahore, graduating
with an M A. in Political Science and in
Education. He then did a Diploma in Graphic
Arts and Book Illustration. During his military
service he illustrated army text books. After
the army he taught painting and drawing to
school children for 30 years, also painting for
the Presbyterian and other churches.
He has exhibited widely in Pakistan as well as
in Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Sri Lanka,
India, USA and Australia. It is with regret we
report Joseph’s death in August 2003.

Here I show loving Jesus who is always happy
among the children and loves the children.
Ref: Matthew 19: 13-15

TITLE:

“Loving Jesus”
37cm x 55cm
Oil in paper

ARTIST:

Joseph Scott
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus the Shepherd cares for and loves his
flock, particularly those on the outer, the
dispossessed, those without power.
The apartheid wall in our country now divides
Israeli Jew from Palestinian Christian and
Muslim, divides families, divides villages.
We Palestinians depend on Jesus for love and
hope because Christians in the West give us
little.
The wall must come down. Jesus’s love is the
way.

BIOGRAPHY:
Zaki Baboun was born in July 1962 in Beit Jala,
Palestine.
Beit Jala is a Christian Palestinian town of
around 10,000 inhabitants (65% Christian
and 35% Moslem population) that sits one
kilometre north of Bethlehem on the hills that
look on the east on the Judean mountains
rolling down to the Dead Sea and River Jordan
and that look on the north on Rachel’s Tomb,
St. Elias Greek Orthodox Monastery and the
city of Jerusalem in a panoramic view.
Zaki is a self-made painter, having had no
formal training. What started as a hobby has
now become his means of earning a living.
At present he is experimenting with painting
nativity scenes on olive wood.
Zaki is single and lives with his mother and his
brother.

TITLE:

“The Shepherd and the Wall”
Composite of five
39 cm x 26 cm
Oil on paper

ARTIST:

Zaki Baboun
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus the labourer looks like an ordinary Papua
New Guinean.
The labourer is a metaphor for the struggle that is
life.
The labourer has no material wealth but is wealthy
in the eyes of the Lord.
For me what Jesus actually looked like is not as
important as what he accomplished in his life. It’s
inspiring to think that Jesus could be considered
an ordinary man but through his love and faith in
God changed the world.

BIOGRAPHY:
I am a Papua New Guinean artist living in
Port Moresby, the National capital of Papua
New Guinea. My father is German and my
mother is from Tapala in the Gulf Province
of PNG. I am currently employed full time
as a graphic artist for a publishing and
design firm. Painting is a passion for me
and I plan to one day make it my full time
occupation.
What inspires me to paint are people and
my surroundings. I am fascinated by life
in Papua New Guinea and so try to convey
that in my artwork.
I like to work in various mediums like
acrylic, watercolour, charcoal, pencil &
ink, and experiment on different surfaces
such as canvas, paper, masonite board and
rosewood timber.
I have participated in a number of
exhibitions at the National Museum & Art
Gallery of Papua New Guinea and other
places in PNG.

TITLE:

“The labourer”
46 cm x 62 cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Mairi Karl Feeger
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Taim bilong Jesus I wok wantim ol man no meri
long olgeta hap long groun I go inap na nau em
toktok wantaim ol mangi long dispela taim long
givim blesing lang ol pikinini tekyu God blesim
yu.
When Jesus was on earth teaching men,
women and children about the Kingdom of God
He also spoke to them about going back to His
Father to prepare a place for them — he prayed
for His Father’s protection and blessing upon
them, particularly the children.

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in August 1971,Joe grew up in the
Chimbu Province of the Southern Highlands of
Papua New Guinea where he was a member
of the Lutheran Church.
He now lives in Port Moresby and works as an
artist in the traditional PNG primitive art style.

TITLE:

“Loving the Children”
85cm x 110cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Joe Mek
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jisas autim tok bilong Bigpela long ol pipol.
Jesus is very happy to come to the village to meet
all the people, old men, mothers, babies, young
men, girls, because he loves them all, all creatures,
even village dogs.
My pipol like to put feathers, flowers and
decorations in hair, to paint faces with bright
colours, and to wear necklaces of pigs tusks, shells
or beads for special ceremonies and visitors.

BIOGRAPHY:
John is one of the best known PNG artists
using the primitive style.
His paintings are held by many private
collectors, as well as by businesses and the
few galleries in PNG.
Originally from the Chimbu region of the
western highlands in PNG, he now lives and
works in Port Moresby.

TITLE:

“Bigpela Long Ol Pipol”
104 cm x 78 cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

John Siune
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus like to be with children in village as he can
laugh, sing, play games and share meals with
them, but now Jesus has taken the children
out in a canoe for fishing, always exciting for
children.
They all are very happy to catch fish. Even the
pukpuk (crocodile) face on the prow of the
canoe is happy.

BIOGRAPHY:
I’m 30 years old and I’m from Keronagi in the
Chimbu Province of the Western Highlands
of PNG.I started painting in 1987 when I first
came down to Port Moresby to live with my
big brother.The house was on a hill with a
beautiful view of landscape.
So that was what got me started.
I started with little landscape pictures and
later moved to other things when my paintings
started selling.
Today I’m one of the few popular artists in
Port Moresby - getting to do orders, painting
murals, portraits, etc.
I’m married with one child, painting is my only
means of support for me and my family.

TITLE:

“Fishing with the children”
94 cm x 92 cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Oscar Towa
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Fishing was important 2000 years ago as it is
now in my country. Jesus knew a lot about
fishing and he has caught a large barramundi
fish, which is very good for eating. He will have
a happy time sharing it with his friends.
Jesus is also the “fisher” of men and women for
his Kingdom, so He wants to look after us for
both our spiritual and our physical needs.

BIOGRAPHY:
Jane was born in 1973 in the Chimbu region
of the highlands of Papua New Guinea, but
her family moved to Port Moresby where
she went to the Marianville High School up to
Grade 6. During this time she was developing
her painting skills, for some time painting signboards for poultry and pig farmers, with the
money earned going into school projects.
In 1987 she went to the National Arts School
in Port Moresby, graduating the following
year with a certificate in Visual Arts. In 1989
she commenced studies at the Creative Arts
Faculty of the University of PNG, graduating in
1995 with a Diploma in Graphic design.
Since 1996 Jane has worked with local
newspapers and advertising agencies as a
graphic artist.
She has exhibited in PNG and Germany, was
invited to exhibit in Brunei at the 2000 APEC
International Summit, meeting the Sultan of
Brunei and the Presidents of Indonesia, Russia
and USA.
In 1998 Jane staged the first ever PNG
Womens exhibition in Port Moresby and
helping other PNG artists to get international
recognition as been a continuing passion for
her.
Jane is married with a two year old son.

TITLE:

“Successful fishing”
75 cm x 90 cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Jane Kama Wena
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Jesus the Worrier has a spear and axe but no
shield — he does not need it.
The other figures are Peter, John and Paul,
all big men in the New Testament. They are
sheltering behind a shield but they are happy
because they know Jesus will protect them.
They do not trust their own strength.

BIOGRAPHY:
Gigs was born in 1974 in the Chimbu region of
the highlands of Papua New Guinea, but his
family moved to Port Moresby where he went
to school up to Grade 6 and then to Vocational
School for two years, finishing when he was
13.
Although untrained as an artist he has a
typical PNG eye for colour and lives as a
freelance artist, mainly doing acrylic on
canvas. His work has been exhibited in PNG,
Australia and Germany
Gigs is married with a two year old son and
attends the Lutheran Church.
Gigs’s sister, Jane, has her own painting in the
exhibition.

TITLE:

“Jesus the Worrier”

54 cm x 78 cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Gigs Wena
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:

It’s the post crucifixion event and the word has got around
that Jesus is no longer in the tomb. So the scene starts with
two of his disciples walking from Jerusalem and along the
way they meet a stranger with whom they have some kind of
lengthy conversation until they reach Emmaus.
They invite the stranger to stay with them for the night but the
stranger needs to move on. It was only when they were about
to eat at the table that they realised the stranger with whom
they were talking was Jesus. This is very strange because if you
know somebody very well it is almost impossible to have such
a long discussion walking with them for seven miles and not
recognise them.
Now the thing I wanted to raise is that most so-called
Christians always have a limited concept of the Christ image.
They always think in terms of that person who lived in
Palestine two thousand years ago. So the concept of Christ
derives from a very obscure historical event, in many cases
made up by his disciples.
The point is that is very difficult for most people to
contextualise their faith because the colonial packaging
of the Christian faith has been deeply embedded in their
consciousness and it’s hard to get away from that.
So the figure at the centre is a woman – she is drinking with
them and telling a joke and everybody is laughing around her.
But the real joke is that people are laughing because they
thought all along that Jesus was a man, and that Jesus was
a Caucasian-looking guy, you know – all these conventional
concepts about Jesus.
I have a different image of Jesus, which is that of woman, a
very ordinary-looking Filipino woman, who drinks with them
and has stories to tell. The idea of laughing is very common
among Filipinos – to laugh at their mistakes. It’s all part of
understanding the culture and it’s also part of contextualising
the concept of faith within the culture.
I’ve been trying to come up with an acceptable marriage of
some of my beliefs. It’s not a traditional or a conventional kind
of belief system -- an ideology that I have developed as part of
my involvement in mass struggles. The point is that I realised
that there is a different angle in Christianity, different to the
kind of spirituality that most commonly goes. It is actually very
anti-Church.
If you analyse the story of Jesus he was very much against
conventional religiosity. If you read the Bible again you will
realise that most of the so-called ministry of Christ took place
outside the Church – he was always involved in peoples’ lives.
The real liturgy takes place outside the Church. It is in socIety
where liturgy really takes place. Christ was crucified outside.
The only time he was in the Church was to knock it down. He
was always waging war with Church officials.
That’s just one part of it. Another important part is the
humanism of his teachings. These put a lot of faith in
humanity – humanity’s capacity to become divine by
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transcending their obsession for a conventional concept of
power, power in terms of military power, financial power, a
means to control and to dominate.
Christianity is actually very simple.
Ref: Luke 24: 15-35

BIOGRAPHY:

Emmanuel Garibay was born in 1962, the youngest child
of a Methodist pastor, Rev Limerio Garibay. His early
education was in Davas, then in Manila. He completed his
degree in Sociology at the University of the Philippines in
1983. In 1985 he started a Fine Arts degree.
At this time the Philippines was under the dictatorial control
of President Ferdinand Marcos, and with other artists and
professionals, he became involved in the left-wing National
Democratic Front to oppose Marcos.
He revived an artist’s collective to support political protest
action, which eventually led to the “People Power”
Revolution in February 1986. Marcos fled the country.
“As an activist, the artist aims to effect pursuits in art,
politics and spirituality, and this is embodied in my project
of radical Kristology. The central problem of the Filipino
masses, the root of divisiveness and degeneration, is its
inability as to perceive its wholeness and completeness
as a people. In the Philippines the Church is a colonial
institution. The Church represents God as a Supreme
Overlord and as a white Caucasian male.”
Emmanuel finished his Master of Divinity degree in 1985
from the Union Theological Seminary and since then,
religion has been the central subject and theme of his
major works.
He has exhibited in the Philippines, USA, Hong Kong.
Germany, Australia, including being artist in residence at
the Uniting Theological College in Sydney.

TITLE:

“Emmaus”
120cm x 82cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Emmanuel Garibay
Manila, Philippines
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
As a keen member of St Giles Cathedral in
Edinburgh I see Jesus as being as much as a
party man as a party leader.
I have always seen him as a man I would like
to have a drink with — which is not a feeling
I always have about some of his clerical
representatives!

BIOGRAPHY:
Born in Edinburgh in 1950, Hugh is widely
regarded as being Scotland’s leading
cartoonist. For many years his cartoons have
featured each week day in the Glasgow
Herald.
Hugh’s mother was a painter and his father
a farmer. He has had no formal training as
an artist, but he has sold his paintings and
drawings as his profession all his life.
Hugh lives in Edinburgh.

TITLE:

“Joking Jesus”
48 cm x 50 cm
Pastel on paper

ARTIST:

Hugh Dodd
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
My picture of Jesus laughing is in fact a picture
of myself.
I believe that the notion of painting oneself as
Jesus is according to Biblical teaching — after
all, if we are all made in God’s image, why not?
This positioning was also practised by many of
the great masters painting in their own image
as that of Christ.
When I had finished this painting I showed it
to one of my classes and asked for comment.
An eight year old student said: “Something’s
missing — but I can fix it!” He picked up a blue
crayon and wrote “smile” in an arc over the top.
My moment of panic at the prospect of seeing
three week’s work ruined turned to relief, then
pleasure that the child understood.

BIOGRAPHY:
Rab Fairley, who is in his late forties, is
currently best known as one of the instigators
of the revolutionary ‘Room13’ project in
which school pupils have been given an
unconventional amount of power over what
happens in a school art room.
This concept has attracted huge media
interest and Rab has travelled as far away as
Thailand spreading the word whilst as usual
seeking new hills to climb and images to paint.
Mountaineer, teacher and painter, Rab
lives with his wife in a tiny cottage deep in
the Highlands at Glen Uig where he keeps
sheep and a couple of pigs in a wooded
smallholding.
Much of Rab’s time is spent travelling in
the Himalayas where he particularly enjoys
painting local children.
When at home he can often be found high
in the Highland hills either hill walking or
painting panoramic images of broad vistas
such as the small Isles of Eigg, Rum and Muck
which lie near his cottage.
			

TITLE:

“Smile with Jesus”
32 cm x 42 cm
Water colour on paper

ARTIST:

Robert Fairley
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
The image of Jesus juggling came to me as an
expression of a man who likes to entertain his
friends.
I wanted to communicate this idea of a
happy man without compromising our lack of
knowledge of what he looked like.

BIOGRAPHY:
Graham Murdoch, who is in his forties, is
hugely respected as one of Scotland’s most
bizarre cartoonists. His long running Viz
magazine cartoon strip, Black Bag, had a huge
fan base throughout Britain
In Black Bag, which was a parody of the 1950s
cartoon Black Bob, a bin liner performs heroic
stunts to preserve his master Andrew Glen.
Based in Aberdeen, where he trained,
Graham is known for his seemingly limitless
imagination.
In real life Graham continues his ever
entertaining exploration of the absurd day and
night, apart from when helping bring up his
young son.

TITLE:

“Juggling Jesus”

60cm x 40cm
Ink and water colour on paper
ARTIST:

Graham Murdoch
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
A village wedding in our part of Malaita in the
Solomon Islands is always a happy affair. The
whole village is involved because everyone is
extended family — no invitations have to be
sent out as everyone will come anyway.
There will have been much planning and
growing of fruit and vegetables. If the bride is
from a nearby village she will have been carried
to the groom’s village with much joking and
laughter.
Pigs are always part of the celebrations, as
bride price and as delicious meat when roasted
village style.
There is music, dancing, games and much
hilarity. I know that Jesus enjoyed weddings
and he really would enjoy a Solomon Island
wedding. Perhaps he would bring his own guitar
to lead singing.

BIOGRAPHY:
Dick was born on Malaita in 1984, the eldest
son of Eddie and Lois. Dick has inherited the
natural painting skills that his father is gifted
with.
Dick has been attending high school in
Honiara, the capital of the Solomon Islands.
When he finishes high school he hopes to have
a career where he can develop his painting
skills.

TITLE:

“The Maoao village wedding”
89 cm x 64 cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Dick Bibimauri
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
Catching fish with children is a very exciting,
enjoyable activity in the islands. Jesus is
seen here with two children fishing on the
reef. Jesus is always portrayed as a Hebrew
in the Islands, and would not be accepted as
Melanesian character.
However, Jesus would be down to earth with
people, enjoying fishing in particular.
This is also a parable of evangelism. Solomon
Islands is a nation with a very high population
of young people (65%), and if Jesus was here,
he would be spending much of his time with
young people in evangelism to bring them into
His Father’s Kingdom.

BIOGRAPHY:
Eddie is talented in both music and creative
arts. His keen interest in music started when
he was a child, seeing a local Gospel band
called the “Proclaimers” in Honiara, the
capital of the Solomon Islands. His conversion
in 1981 led him to be involved in a music
ministry with a band called “Conflicts”. He
later started his own band, the Maranatha.
Eddie’s art side goes back to childhood. He
was a self-taught natural artist. In 1969 his
family moved to Honiara where he developed
his art skills further and aged 13 he was
commissioned to paint murals on the Point
Wharf for Queen Elizabeth’s visit in 1974. He
continued to gain recognition, both locally
and in the region. He was awarded four
merit certificates for his four entries at the
Commonwealth Art Exhibition in London in
1979 where he was recognised as one of the
finest Commonwealth artists and the first
Solomon Island artist to be highly honoured
overseas.
Eddie is married to Lois and they have five
children. In 1992 Eddie and his wife made
the bold decision to leave their art career and
establish their own full time music evangelism
ministry. In 1996 the ministry base was
established in Auki where he called it The
Liberty Communications Centre.
Liberty Musik was later established as a
trade name for the ministry as Eddie did not
want his name as the image for his ministry.
In 1998 the South Seas Evangelical Church
Council endorsed Eddie’s ministry in music and
art.

TITLE:

“The Fishing Adventure”
60 cm x 80 cm
Oil on canvas

ARTIST:

Eddie Daiding Bibimauri
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
I find myself constantly drawn to children in all
the villages I visit.
Dirty as they may look from the bare soil
on the ground upon which they walk to the
mud and cow dung smeared walls and grass
thatched roof of the mud huts in which they
live. Everything the village child interacts with
is near to its most natural form. Food is mainly
harvested from the gardens after a season of
planting and tending of crops, water is carried
from the river or bore hole.
In our childhood days we had to be on the look
out for pythons which love the elephant grass
areas by the river sides.
A child however is happiest when he or she
finds an adult who totally accepts and loves
them unconditionally. This would be so
between Jesus and the children as I show in the
painting.
A happy child is a singing child, expressed by
the paintings of the musical instrument - the
‘adungu’ [African harp] and the drums.
This happiness is shared by the adults watching
from a distance. They are happy to see the
children and Jesus laughing and singing.

BIOGRAPHY
Peter was born in 1966 in north-west Uganda
near the northern tip of Lake Albert.
Peter is married to Anne and with a son and
daughter live on the outskirts of Kampala
They worship in the Makerere University at
St Francis chapel, an Anglican church with
a lively membership of 4000, mainly young
people.
After high school Peter went to the Makerere
University School of Fine Art for a three years
degree course followed by a post graduate
diploma in education.
Peter works as a free lance artist mainly
painting and illustrating books and
architecture and this source of income
supports his singing ministry.
As a teenager Peter taught children in
Sunday school and composed songs for them
to perform, this developing into another
expression of his faith. His songs he sings with
his guitar and harp in churches and schools is
his way of sharing his faith and the stories of
his childhood and the amazing Idi Amin days
in Uganda.

TITLE:

“Heirs to the Kingdom”
75cm x 50cm
Acrylic on canvas

ARTIST:

Peter Kasamba
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INSPIRATION / INTERPRETATION:
One of the goals in my life is to use the talents
God has given me. This project is a wonderful
idea and a unique opportunity to use my
talents.
I came up with the idea for this drawing when I
was thinking how much I like to just think about
God and smile to myself.
I figure that Jesus sometimes did the same
thing and in doing this drawing I thought it
would be an excellent way to help people
around the world to see a side of Jesus which
will help them to relate to Him - as I know He
wants to have a happy relationship with them.

BIOGRAPHY:
Heather Taiwo was born in 1964, is a
Jamaican American and lives in California,
USA.
She has studied Studio Art and completed a
Bachelor of Arts degree.

TITLE:

“Jesus Smiling At His Father”
35 cm x 45 cm
Pencil on paper

ARTIST:

Heather M Taiwo
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Rev. Dr. John Bell
The Iona Community,
Glasgow, Copyright © WGRG,

The hidden humour of the Bible

People don’t normally imagine that the Bible has
humour. We find humour in what people make of
religion. Like the story of a minister who said to the
children one morning “Now boys and girls, what
has a long bushy tail and jumps about in trees?” No
response. So he said “ What has a long bushy tail,
jumps about in trees and likes fruit?” No response.
So he said “What has a long bushy tail, jumps about
in trees, likes fruit and sometimes hides in houses?”
Then this little boy said “I know the answer should be
Jesus, but it sounds like a possum!”
I am going to look at the rich seam of humour within
the Scriptures. I was encouraged with the humour
in Johns’ Gospel, which many people see as the
most theologically and spiritually astute Gospel. In
this Gospel people continually don’t get Jesus: the
disciples don’t get him, the people he cures don’t get
him, the Pharisees don’t get him. They are constantly
asking what he meant, or what he was alluding to,
culminating towards the end of John 16 where the
disciples say “Now we understand you because
you are no longer using figures of speech.” That is
evidence that Jesus did not speak dull straight prose,
but from time to time would use irony, perhaps
sarcasm and certainly gentle or sometimes less
gentle humour, which I will explore later.
Laughing is the one thing we rarely associate with
Jesus. We see Jesus as an aesthetic figure. The idea
of the suffering servant (Isaiah 35) applies to the
scene of the crucifixion but not to the incarnate
life and ministry of Christ prior to the crucifixion.
This hesitation we have seeing Jesus laughing was
experienced when Harry and Pat Wallace with Sir
Maxwell MacLeod commissioned these paintings. In
some cultures they could not find artists who were
willing, or who felt able, to depict Christ laughing.
This would be true of many people irrespective of
their depth of religious commitment. The difficulty
is that there are few pictures painted depicting
someone laughing, except perhaps “The Laughing
Cavalier”. The reason for this I discovered through
one of my architect colleagues, part of whose work is
photography. Laughter, he says, is difficult to capture,
because it really is a split second. We may feel as if
we have laughed for a long time, but it is the cusp
of a wave. There is a moment when it happens. If
you take a photograph of people who are allegedly
laughing very often it is a disappointment. You may
get them late in the laugh or after the laugh, but that
second when it is at its zenith is missed. This may be
why artists are more prepared to depict the shadowy
side of life than that which is exuberant.

with Jesus, if that comes
uppermost in our minds.
Or is it because there
is no evidence of Jesus
laughing in Scripture and
therefore we are reticent
to accept the notion? In
which case we would
wonder if he ever used a
toilet because there is no
explicit mention of that in
Scripture either.
I am keen to get people
to depict in mind and
imaginations how folk
who walk through the
Scriptures actually appear. People who preach often
seem to regard the disciples and people around Jesus
as the dullest and saddest of creatures. As if Christ
went around the Galilean countryside saying “You
look really inadequate. I would like you to be my
disciple” or “You look a really sad person, I think you
would be good enough”. Or did Jesus look at people
with laughter in their eyes and on their faces and
think “If you were my disciple you would be such a
good advert for the kingdom of God”.
We transfer to Jesus this reticence we have to believe
that the incarnate God who inhabits flesh and blood
in its fullness can experience people in their fullness
and know the joys of human flesh as much as its
sorrows. But I want to deal with the evidence and to
see this as not something peculiarly affecting Jesus,
but to see that humour is something throughout
Scripture.
I begin with the Old Testament because it is certainly
not devoid of laughter. We often read or hear the
stories with dulled imagination and the humour
evades us. The beginning of the story of the faith of
the Jews and the Christians is a funny story because
it involves a man who is one hundred and a woman
who is ninety. He is talking with angels, as a man of
one hundred might well do, and his wife has been
asked to go and prepare a veal stew. While she is in
the tent she overhears the angel say to her husband
that he will come back within a year and she will be
pregnant. And she begins to laugh!
But she carries through the next nine months and
discovers that as well as collecting the old age
pension she is entitled to a maternity benefit!
When the child was born she said, “We will call him
laughter (Isaac means laughter) because God has
made laughter for me.” This ninety year old woman
sees in God a being who is supremely a laughter
maker, not a dour judge or a legislator who has a
malevolent attitude towards humanity. What an
endowment God gives to people - they shall be given
laughter which he has made.

But back to Jesus. Why don’t we associate him with
laughter? Is it because he is opposed to laughter?
There is no Biblical evidence to suggest that he
was dismissive of people who laughed. When he
was with children laughing and playing he was not
dismissive of their levity. Elsewhere he encourages
us to be like children. Is it because we know that
As we go through the Old Testament we often find
it is the women who create the humour. The story
laughter can be flippant and sometimes can be
of Shiprah and Pruer comes between the call of
the more sinister side of mockery and we don’t
the Hebrews enslaved in Egypt to go out to their
want to associate that with Jesus? People who are
familiar with Handel’s Messiah will know the Biblical
liberation and the call of God to Moses. This story
which happens between the two is pivotal because
text “…they laughed him to scorn, they threw back
it is the reason why Moses resists the Pharoh.
their necks and wagged their tongues”. Perhaps
mocking ridicule is that which we fear to associate
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Having observed the rate that the Hebrews were
procreating, Pharaoh feared they would outnumber
the Egyptians, so he summoned two Hebrew
midwives named Shiprah and Pruer. He charged
them with the responsibility of killing any male child
they delivered and saving any female child.
Some time later Pharaoh noticed many little Hebrew
boys running around when they should be dead. So
he called these two women back and asked them
to explain. The women said, “Your Majesty, you
don’t understand because you are a man. There is
a difference between Egyptian women and Hebrew
women. When Egyptian women go into labour it
takes about two days. With Hebrew women it is just
a wee huff and a puff and out comes Elijah!“ Now,
lest you think that I am deriding Scriptures, you will
find that story in the book of Exodus.
Another Old Testament allusion to the humorous. I
don’t know how else we can deal with the story of
Elisha. He was a very shrewd prophet. When he was
going up to Bethel some small boys came out of the
city and jeered at him, calling out “On you go, baldy,
on you go.” Elisha turned around and cursed them
in the name of the Lord and two she-bears came out
of the woods and mauled the boys! Now whether
this is historically true is a matter of debate, and if
it is to be read seriously, what ethical teaching is
to be deduced from this particular passage? The
possibility is that this is a funny apocryphal story
told in the way many families have stories of odd
happenings, told as nothing more than a warning to
mischievous children: “Don’t go calling old people
names - remember what happened to the boys who
called Elisha “baldy”.
What about the New Testament, and the Gospels
in particular? I claim that there is humour in the
Gospels, although we have to acknowledge that we
don’t get it, partly because humour is subtle and
culture bound. But I say that there is within the
Scriptures the recognition of humour, and uniquely
within John’s Gospel. There are moments when we
don’t see it, partly because of the way we read it.
Let’s go to the woman at the well.
Jesus’ first evangelist was not a man - it was a
woman because she was the one who went into the
neighbouring village and said “I’ve met someone who
has told me everything about myself’. They come,
and like her, they are converted. Now when we read
this we can either read it as a serious inter-cultural
narrative, or as a potentially romantic encounter.
She sees a man at the well. It is the middle of the
day - the wrong time to draw water. In any case he
is obviously not one of her tribe. So why does she
saunter out to meet this dusky stranger? He asks
for a drink, but by the look she suspects she sees in
his eye he might be wanting more than a drink. He
begins to engage her in conversation. He tells her
that he will give her water that will last forever. “Oh”,
she says, “I would like some of that.” He says, “Go
and call your husband.”
Now what has that to do with water? And she
thinks - is he trying to find out if I have a husband?
She says “I don’t have a husband.” In other words
“I am free.” He says “Your are dead right - you’ve
had five husbands, and that man you were with
just now is not your husband either.” Only after
this playful, ambiguous, funny encounter does he
enter into a deep and meaningful conversation with
such astounding effect that she becomes the first
evangelist.

I give one more example from Johns’ Gospel - what
might be regarded as the first miracle.
At the wedding feast is mother Mary who is perhaps
in her late forties. Depending on your biblical
understanding, Mary may have had other children,
but she was certainly a mature woman. Mary, like
most mothers would have been keeping an eye on
the food, drink and people to see all were OK. Then
there is a moment in the conversation between Jesus
and Mary which to my mind beggars belief. We read
it as Mary shouting to Jesus: “I think the wine has
run out!” And Jesus says: “Mother, my time has not
yet come!” This is the most obscure line in John’s
Gospel, and one which theologians are beginning
to admit may be an expression of exasperation on
Jesus’ part.
This could be the time when she kick-starts him into
his earthly career, having had him around the house
for thirty years! It may just be that his affection for
good food and good company (in Luke’s Gospel there
are sixteen times when Jesus takes a meal) goes
back to what his mother taught him. Perhaps one
reason this event has been recorded is to remind us,
if we need reminding, that Jesus was fully human.
This is often not shown when he stands motionless
in stained glass windows, but it is seen in his easy
affection for children, in his great enjoyment of food
and hospitality and in his frequent bursts of anger,
especially at unwarranted social exclusion.
All these are attributes of being human, as is the
possession of humour. Where it doesn’t exist we
might rightly be suspicious. Humour perhaps is one
of the reasons why Jesus was crucified. One of the
criticisms which can fairly be made of Mel Gibson’s
film “The Passion of Christ” is that it takes the
crucifixion out of context. Jesus was not crucified
because he celebrated the last supper and foretold
his own death. Jesus was crucified because for
three years the Pharisees had observed him and
baited him, and he saw through their manoeuvres.
Sometimes with a flailing tongue and sometimes
with subversive wit he exposed their pretentions and
they did not like it. So they had to do away with him.
The establishment never likes to be outsmarted or
laughed at.
Humour is in Scripture to let us know that God’s
ultimate will for humanity is not gloom, or cynicism,
or damnation. God’s ultimate will for humanity is
that we should delight in God’s company and gather
at God’s table where there will be fine wine and
great food and the best of company, for that is the
vision in the book of Revelations.
Whether we are relishing the birth of a child or a
great meal with friends or grieving over the loss
of someone dear to us, it is of great consolation to
know that what God intends for those he loves is
the experience of eternal joy.
The Gospel is not: God so hated the world that he
predestined it to damnation.
The Gospel is: God so loved the world that he sent
his son.
The Gospel is not: Your sins have caught you out
and you are banished to the lowest corners of hell.
The Gospel is: Your sins are forgiven, go in peace.
The Gospel is not: I have come that my cynicism
may infect you and your despair become more
profound.
The Gospel is: I have come that my joy may be in
you and
joy complete.
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Why this collection?
At Christmas we sing the carol Joy to the World.
Unfortunately, many Christians can not wait
to get Christmas behind them so they can
concentrate on guilt and sin!
Nearly all well known paintings of Jesus show
him in agony, expressionless, with a tolerant
grimace - very much a Man of Sorrows.
While Western missionaries have done much
excellent work, many cultures’ attitudes have
been colonized into “white is right, white is
might”, with Jesus portrayed as a tall blue-eyed
blonde.
Some people can never imagine Jesus looking
like one of their own.
In reality, Jesus was probably dark-eyed, short,
swarthy skinned with black hair – but of course
his appearance is irrelevant to his message
which is: God is Love.
We can only practice love in community. Jesus
said “where two or three are gathered in my
name I am there” – a living presence, not a
historical figure!
When do we feel most loved and loving?
When we are together with family, friends,
neighbours, workmates, sports teams or other
groups where there is laughter and care.
Laughter binds – always has, always will.
There are so many false impressions of Jesus,
typified by the hymn “Gentle Jesus meek and
mild”.
In the last two thousand years no one has
changed the world as much as Jesus and he
did so without PR consultants, mass media, a
political party or big bank account.

The Jewish culture in which he lived had 613
commandments, 248 mandatory to do and 365
prohibited from doing (Encyclopedia Judaica).
All these he replaced with just 1 – “Love God
and love your fellow man”, but this love must
be all inclusive including enemies, not just
family and friends.
He did not bring this change by sitting in a
corner hoping someone would come and speak
to him.
His charisma must have been enormous – for
women, men and children.
As in Jewish culture he would have enjoyed
food, wine, jokes, laughter, compassion and
community togetherness. There is no reason
why we should not all do the same today,
feeling his presence as we love and care for our
immediate and wider communities.
With this collection we set out to achieve these
objectives:
• To make present generations aware that
Christianity does not require a person to
feel worthless or burdened with guilt;
• To make Jesus living, loving and personal;
• To encourage local cultures, particularly
in developing countries, to continue in an
evolving way;
• To provide a source of income for artists,
particularly in developing countries, by
giving their work international exposure.
The results are here to see – the love of
children, the joy of going fishing, avuncular
charm, sensuousness, the theological challenge
that Jesus may have re-appeared as a woman.

Enjoy!
Pat and Harry Wallace, Sir Maxwell MacLeod
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